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Chairperson and Community Board Members
WAIKANAE COMMUNITY BOARD
28 MARCH 2013
Meeting Status: Public
Purpose of Report: For Information

ASSESSING THE PERFORMANCE OF THE NGARARA ROAD
COMPLEMENTARY SPEED CUSHIONS
PURPOSE OF REPORT
1.

The purpose of this report is to update the Community Board on the
performance of the speed cushions installed on Ngarara Road in July
2012.

SIGNIFICANCE OF DECISION
2.

The recommendations in this report do not trigger the Council’s
significance policy.

BACKGROUND
3.

On 15 May 2012, the Waikanae Community Board approved the
installation of a pedestrian crossing and 3 rows of complementary
speed cushions on Ngarara Road, Waikanae (see report IS-12-550
Appendix 6 attached) on the following basis: “That the Waikanae
Community Board notes that the Council will monitor the effects of the
traffic calming devices and report back on any issues and follow up
action required within six months of their installation.”

4.

To assess the performance of the speed cushions the following
assessments and surveys were conducted;


an engineering assessment



two speed and traffic count surveys



an assessment of the Council Service Requests in relation to
Ngarara Road speed cushions and pedestrian crossing.



a school travel survey was conducted at Kapanui School



a series of pedestrian counts.



feedback request to Waikanae Swimming Pool users



feedback survey sent to the ten surrounding residences on
Ngarara Road.
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feedback questionnaire distributed via the Kapanui School
Newsletter



feedback from Kapanui School.

CONSIDERATIONS
Issues
5.

Engineering assessments and observations were taken during morning
and afternoon school peak hour periods to see how drivers were
negotiating the cushions and identify any dangerous or erratic
behaviour.

6.

The smoothest path over the cushions is to straddle them so that the
vehicle’s wheels pass over the lowest portion of the cushion, and in the
case of buses, trucks and other large vehicles their wider track allows
them to pass the cushions with minimum impedance (and noise).

7.

Observations taken on 1 March 2013 at the northern most speed
cushion (adjacent to Waikanae Pool) between 8:00-9:30am and
2:45–3:30pm showed that most (66%) of vehicles (and all buses) were
straddling the cushion, 26% were passing in between the cushions, 8%
were one wheel up on the cushion and one wheel in the gap, and only
0.5% (2 vehicles) crossed the centreline and straddled the central
cushion.

8.

A second series of observations were taken on 7 March 2013 at the
southern speed cushions (south of Rimu St). Here the vehicles
straddling the cushions was only 46% with 44% passing between
cushions. 10% were one wheel up/one wheel down and there were no
vehicles crossing the centreline.

9.

No major issues were observed with driver behaviour, there were no
major swerving manoeuvres or conflicts. The only traffic movement that
did raise a small concern was the traffic moving to the far left of the
road to squeeze between the speed cushion and the small speed
humps installed within the white-lined parking zones. Due to the
positioning of the cushions small cars can pass through these gaps
unimpeded. While no incidents were observed there was concern that
this movement could pose a threat to pedestrians or cyclists on the
edge of the roadway. See Appendix 1 for photos of driver behaviour,
photo 4 in particular illustrates vehicles using the gap on the kerbside.

10.

A visual inspection of the cushions shows that their alignment is not
symmetrical about the centreline (more so for southern cushions) of the
road and the spacing used is influencing the line drivers use to
negotiate them. This is especially critical where buses are using the
route and the cushion arrangement forces the bus closer to the
footpath. Appendix 2 shows photos of the current layouts of the speed
cushions.
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11.

An improvement based on the engineering assessment would be a
minor adjustment of the placing of the individual cushions to limit the
very small percentage of drivers who drive either over the centre line or
too close to the kerb.

12.

Traffic surveys were undertaken to measure the volume of traffic and
vehicle speeds on Ngarara Road through the traffic calmed area for
comparison with pre-calming surveys (see Appendix 3). The survey
results show a significant reduction in all areas, average speed, 85th
percentile and peak speed.

13.

Five service requests have been received by Council in relation to the
Ngarara Road speed cushions and pedestrian crossing, the first on
17 August 2012 and the last on 14 January 2013. The primary issue
raised was that the speed cushions distract or deflect a driver’s
attention away from watching pedestrians on the crossing to focusing
on traversing the speed cushions. Another issue was the 10kph yellow
advisory speed hump signs have by default made the whole area a
10kph zone (too slow). One person also made the comment that the
speed cushions which have been designed to allow large vehicles
(mainly buses) to straddle them had not slowed these vehicles down.

14.

Three of the Service Requests made the following requests, that speed
cushions should be removed and the area from Rimu Street to
Belvedere Avenue should be a 30kph zone, that there should be more
road markings and warning signs and the actual pedestrian crossing
should become a raised platform crossing.

15.

The results of both the traffic speed monitoring and visual assessment
of driver behaviour do not support the issues raised through service
request as being areas of concern that require any further works.

16.

In November 2012, Kapanui School conducted its third school travel
survey. The number of children driving to school in the family car was
down 6% from 57% in 2011 to 51% in 2012. Between 2011 and 2012
cycling and scooting had doubled from 11% to 22%, with cycling alone
making up 11.7% of trips to school.

17.

Kapanui School now has the highest percentage of students cycling to
school in the Kāpiti region. The increase in cycling was primarily made
up of students cycling from Waikanae Beach up Park Avenue and
using the new Ngarara Road pedestrian crossing. The number of
students cycling and to a lesser extent scooting has reduced the
percentage of parents driving their children to school but also the
percentage of children paying for the bus from Waikanae Beach.

18.

Seven randomised pedestrian counts were conducted at school
departure times (3:00pm to 3:20pm) at the new Ngarara Road
pedestrian crossing between 13 September 2012 and 1 March 2013.
The number of pedestrians and cyclists using the crossing ranged from
32 (on a cold wet day) to 94 on 1 March 2013. Kapanui School also
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uses the crossing to get students to and from the Waikanae swimming
pool and on 13 February a further 135 students were recorded using
the crossing and on 1 March another 127. If these figures are included
the average increases to 105 pedestrians using the crossing per day.
19.

A feedback questionnaire was included in the Waikanae Pool
Facebook page asking for feedback on the pedestrian crossing and
complementary speed cushions. There were 3 returns all highly
favourable of the speed cushions as they had significantly slowed
traffic.

20.

On 4 February 2013, feedback letters were sent to the ten residents
living adjacent to the pedestrian crossing and speed cushions on
Ngarara Road asking for their feedback. Five survey feedback forms
were returned. Four supported the speed cushions as they had
reduced the speed of vehicles travelling past their properties, with one
stating they had been a successful venture. However one of the
residents, who has resided there for 57 years, was highly critical of the
speed cushions, due to repeated, ongoing and often random loud
noises as some vehicles traversed the speed cushions.

21.

In relation to the pedestrian crossing a resident commented that on the
whole children were using the crossing well, as they were waiting for
cars to stop before crossing.

22.

A request for feedback on the pedestrian crossing and complementary
speed cushions was sent out via the Kapanui School Newsletter. Four
people provided feedback; all four were in favour of the pedestrian
crossing and speed cushions. Parents stated that they were now letting
their children walk or cycle independently to school with one describing
it as a fantastic success. One parent raised issues with cars not
stopping at the Belvedere Avenue pedestrian crossing and wanted
speed cushions installed at this crossing as they had been such a
success on Ngarara Road.

23.

Kapanui School was asked for its feedback on the pedestrian crossing
and complementary speed cushions. Kapanui School currently use the
crossing daily to get students to the Waikanae Pool. On 6 March, this
included 500 plus students walking to the pool for the School’s
swimming sports. Although swimming will end this term, the School will
use the crossing to access Waikanae Park for cross-country training.
The School state they now feel significantly safer crossing
Ngarara Road and that Kapanui School are in support of retaining the
speed cushions to help with slowing traffic on Ngarara Road, and for
the safety of the students and community of Kapanui School.

24.

Based on the feedback received and the survey results the speed
cushions and pedestrian crossing are considered to be working well
with no significant issues.
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Financial Considerations
25.

There are no financial considerations.

Legal Considerations
26.

There are no legal considerations.

Delegation
27.

The Community Board has: “Authority to approve or reject officer
recommendations relating to all traffic control and signage matters, in
relation to existing local roads within the community board’s area,
except for changes to speed restrictions on local roads. (The latter
power has been delegated to the Regulatory Management
Committee).”

Consultation
28.

There has been a wide range of community members consulted about
the speed cushions, including the Waikanae Pool Facebook
community, Kapanui School, Kapanui School parent community and
the local residents impacted by the pedestrian crossing and speed
cushions were asked for the feedback about the performance or
otherwise. Apart from one negative response about the noise of
vehicles traversing the speed cushions, all the other feedback was
positive.

Policy Implications
29.

There are no policy implications.

Tāngata Whenua Considerations
30.

There are no tāngata whenua considerations.

Publicity Considerations
31.

There are no publicity considerations from this decision.

CONCLUSION
32.

The speed cushions have successfully reduced the speed of drivers
approaching the crossing both in north and south directions and have
significantly reduced the possibility of a fatality at the pedestrian
crossing.

33.

The feedback from local residents was 80% supportive of the speed
cushions as they have successfully slowed speed outside their homes.
Kapanui School wants the speed cushions to remain due to the
increase in perceived and actual safety they offer.
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34.

More generalised requests for feedback from both the Waikanae Pool
and the Kapanui School parent communities have only had a very
limited return though 100% are in favour of retaining the speed
cushions.

35.

Four people have made critical service requests, but the speed
surveys, traffic counts and engineering assessments do not support
their analysis.

36.

The speed cushions will be realigned so that the middle cushion is
symmetrical about the road centreline and the other cushions adjusted
accordingly to regularise the spacing and close up the gaps on the
eastern kerbside.

RECOMMENDATION
37

That the Waikanae Community Board receives report IS-13-832.

Report prepared by:

Approved for submission by:

Brent Cherry and Gary Adams
SCHOOL TRAVEL PLANNER/TRAFFIC
ENGINEER

Sean Mallon
GROUP MANAGER
INFRASTRUCTURE

ATTACHMENTS:
Appendix 1: Photos of driver behaviour.
Appendix 2: Photo of speed cushions alignment.
Appendix 3: Results of speed survey completed in March 2012.
Appendix 4: Speed cushions survey data.
Appendix 5: Traffic survey data
Appendix 6:
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Appendix 1
1. Vehicle straddling cushion

2. Bus straddling cushion
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3. Car passing between cushions

4. Van passing between cushion and kerb judder bar
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Appendix 2
1. Northern Cushions. Central cushion offset to west.

2. Central Cushions. Central cushion offset to west
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3. Southern Cushions. Central cushion offset to west, large gap east of LH Cushion.
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Appendix 3

Northbound
Average 50.5 kph
85th percentile speed 58.1.kph

Southbound
Average 50.7 kph
85th percentile speed 59.3 kph

This survey also showed that speeds up to 100 kph were being
reached and worryingly 56% of the weekly traffic was travelling
over the posted speed limit of 50kph Northbound and 59%
exceeding the limit southbound.
Following the installation of the traffic calming scheme (zebra
crossing and speed cushions) two surveys were undertaken,
in December 2012 and February 2013 both during school term.
The results as follows:
7 to 13 December 2012
North bound
Average 29.1 kph
85th percentile speed 35.1 kph

10 to 16 February 2013
North bound
Average 28.4 kph
85th percentile speed 34.1 kph

Southbound
Average 28.3 kph
85th percentile speed 35.1 kph

Southbound
Average 28.7 kph
85th percentile speed 35.5 kph

The maximum speed recorded during these surveys was in the
61-65 kph range and only 0.3% of traffic exceeded 50kph
in either direction.
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